## Air Conditioner Fan Motor
For RV's (Recreational Vehicles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Century ORV4537 | 1/4 HP, 115V, 1625 RPM, 1 speed, 2.8 Amps  
CW lead end Rotation  
Direct Replacement for Coleman 6747A311. Semi-enclosed  
Uses 7.5MFD/370V Capacitor (included)  
Double Shaft: 5-1/2" x 1/2" x 5-1/4"  
No bracket on motor, round body.  
Motor has 2 studs on each side of the motor (opposite on each side, spaced 2.25" On Center) Diameter = 4.75"  
Also replaces 322P664  
ship weight 9 lbs. |
| Century ORV4538 | 1/4 HP, 115V, 1625 RPM, 2 speed, 3.1 Amps  
CW Lead End Rotation  
Direct Replacement for Coleman 6757B311  
Semi-enclosed, Mounting Bracket.  
Uses 7.5MFD/370V Capacitor (included)  
Double Shaft: 5-3/4" x 1/2" x 5-3/4"  
Also replaces 322P708  
(This has also been used for 6757A313, 6757A311, K55HXJCP-2593)  
ship weight 10 lbs. |
| Century ORV4539 | 1/3 HP, 115V, 1675 RPM, 2 speed, 3.4 Amps  
CW Lead End Rotation  
Direct Replacement for F42B50A01, 1468A304  
Semi-enclosed, Mounting Lugs.  
Uses 7.5MFD/370V Capacitor (included)  
Double Shaft: 7-1/8" x 1/2" x 3-1/2"  
Motor Diameter = 4 7/8"  
Also replaces F42B50B50, 7184-0118  
ship weight 11 lbs. |
| Century ORV4540 | 1/5 HP, 115V, 1650 RPM, 3 speed, 2.5 Amps  
CCW Lead End Rotation, PSC  
42 FR. Direct Replacement for F42C40A61, Dometic Duotherm #3105054.005. Semi-enclosed. Opp. Lead End  
3 "Ear" Brackets with .56" diameter holes and grommets on 6" bolt circle.  
Double Shaft: 4" x 1/2" x 2-1/2"  
One extended stud on lead end.  
Uses 5MFD/370V Capacitor (included)  
Auto Protector, 40 Deg, C Ambient.  
Motor diameter = 4 7/8"  
Also replaces F42B34A61, F42E63A61  
ship weight 11 lbs. |
|  | 1/3 HP, 115V, 1675/1080 RPM, 2 speed, 3.4 amps  
Fasco Motor  
Shaft: 7 15/16" x 1/2" x 3 1/2"  
Rotation: CWLE (short shaft end)  
Double Shaft Extension  
5" Diameter Motor  
Sleeve Bearings  
Bolt Pattern 4-1/2"  
4 Studs on short shaft end of motor  
Uses 7.5MFD/370V Capacitor (included)  
Reference 7184-0156, 7184-0432 |
| Fasco D1092 | Coleman Part # 1468-306, 1468-3069 7855MVA-A11U (8333 series) (Note: we have reversed this motor in the past by removing the end bell opposite the lead end and reverse the rotor/shaft) |